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Summary  

1. “One’s family members must sign to validate (the person’s organ donation wish), 

in order to carry out and accomplish the donation.” 

2. “It is relatively difficult to carry out the organ donation work.”  

3. (Investigator: How many donations did you have last year over there? 

4. Red Cross: Ah, I am not really clear about this. 

5. “All our data are report and submitted to the management center. The 

management center provides the overall big data.” 

6. “The national human organ allocation and the computer system are shared. (The 

allocation) is determined by this work unit. Its headquarters should be in Beijing.” 

 

Phone Investigation Recording 

Red Cross: Hello! 

Investigator: Hi, how are you?  May I ask if this is the Organ Donation Office of the Red 

Cross Society of China, Jinan Branch? 

Red Cross: Right.  How are you? 

Investigator: I would like to ask a question. 

Red Cross: Hello! 

Investigator:  Hello, how are you? 

Red Cross: OK. 

Investigator:  If someone, if someone is willing to register for organ donation, but when 

the time comes, if his family members have second thought about it, is the registration 

not binding anymore, right? 

Red Cross: Right, the family members must sign to validate, in order to carry out and 

accomplish the donation. 

Investigator: In this case, your work is relatively difficult to carry out, right? 

Red Cross: Yes, it is so. Ah, it is relatively difficult to carry out. 

Investigator: I see. How many donations did you have last year over there? 

Red Cross: Ah, I am not really clear about this. 



Investigator: Oh. It seems that for organ transplants, there are many hospitals over there, 

considering all other places in the country. It seems that it can also be done at Qianfoshan 

(Hospital), or the Provincial Hospital?  

Red Cross: Right, it is indeed. 

Investigator: I see. For the donation cases last year, it is mainly the provincial Red Cross, 

which is privy to the specific situation, right? 

Red Cross: The management center has the data every year! 

Investigator: Oh, can it be seen?  The public can also see the data? 

Red Cross: Oh, I am not sure about this. But all our data are report and submitted to the 

management center. The management center provides the overall big data. 

Investigator: So which hospital eventually performs the procedure of the organ donation 

is not within your purview, either? Not your responsibility? 

Red Cross: Right, this is specifically, allocated by a computer system specifically, I think 

they are allocated by the computer system…. yes! 

Investigator: So one needs to go to a website of the National Health and Family Planning 

Commission, right? For organ allocation? 

Red Cross: Right, right, right.   

Investigator: Then, you are not involved with the website, right? 

Red Cross: Right, we….  Oh, the national human organ allocation and the computer 

system are shared. (The allocation) is determined by this work unit. It doesn’t have much 

connection with us, for any specifics, you should probably inquire at that unit, okay? 

Investigator: You mean the related Health and Family Planning Commission?  Or 

somewhere else? 

Red Cross: Well, it is one, it is one unit. Its headquarters should be in Beijing.  If you are 

in Jinan, you have to call in to inquire. 

Investigator: I see. Do you have the phone number for them, the unit you mentioned? 

Red Cross: Oh, I don’t have the phone number, teacher! You can go look it up on the 

Internet. 

Investigator: Well then, thank you, thank you very much! 

Red Cross: You are welcome. Bye, bye! 


